Nobel Week 2021
Digital publications
You are welcome to share or embed the content in your own channels. Choose the
content that suits your channels, and feel free to add a comment or sentence to make it
relevant to your target group.
The Nobel Prize digital channels can be found at the following links:
Website: www.nobelprize.org
YouTube: www.youtube.com/nobelprize
Facebook: www.facebook.com/nobelprize
Twitter: www.twitter.com/nobelprize
Instagram: www.instagram.com/nobelprize_org
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/nobelprize
Hashtags: #NobelPrize

General resources
Nobel Week 2021 programme:
https://www.nobelprize.org/ceremonies/programme-for-nobel-week-2021/
Nobel Prize FAQs:
https://www.nobelprize.org/frequently-asked-questions/
Nobel Prize press room:
https://www.nobelprize.org/press-room/
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Shareable content during Nobel Week (6-12 December)
Our website nobelprize.org is the hub for all of our digital content about the Nobel Week
2021, including live streams for all of the lectures and ceremonies and will be updated
continually during Nobel Week.
Below is a summary of the content you will be able to find on the Nobel Prize channels:
Nobel Prize laureates receive their prizes

6-8 Dec

The majority of laureates will receive their
prize medals and diplomas in their home
countries.

Photos in press
room on
nobelprize.org

News agencies will cover the ceremonies to
instantly provide material for media. We will
publish content from the events on the
Nobel Prize social channels and photos will
subsequently be available in our press room.
Nobel Prize lectures

Nobel Prize
social channels
(see links above),

All lectures will be streamed online and can
be embedded on partner websites via
YouTube.

7 Dec (medicine,
literature)
8 Dec (physics,
chemistry,
economics)

YouTube,
nobelprize.org,
Facebook,
Twitter

Nobel Prize Concert

8 Dec

YouTube,
Nobelprize.org

9 Dec

YouTube,
Facebook

For locations outside of Sweden this year’s
concert will be live streamed via YouTube
and can be embedded on partner websites.
For those in Sweden the concert will be
livestreamed on SVT.
Nobel Week Dialogue
The 2021 Nobel Week Dialogue brings
together laureates and experts to talk about
the City of the Future.
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The YouTube live stream can be embedded
on partner sites. Selected sessions will also
be streamed on our Facebook page.
Participants can register for the online event
here: https://www.nobelprize.org/city-ofthe-future
Nobel Peace Prize award ceremony

10 Dec

YouTube,
nobelprize.org,
Facebook,
Twitter

10 Dec

YouTube,
nobelprize.org,
Facebook,
Twitter

11 Dec

YouTube,

The award ceremony in Oslo will be live
streamed on our channels, and can be
embedded via YouTube.
Nobel Prize award ceremony
The award ceremony in Stockholm will be
live streamed on our channels, and can be
embedded via YouTube.
Nobel Peace Prize Forum
The forum will be streamed live on YouTube
and can be embedded from there.
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